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1 Introduction
The XML Document Mining track was launched for exploring two main ideas: (1)
identifying key problems and new challenges of the emerging field of mining semi-
structured documents, and (2) studying and assessing the potential of Machine
Learning (ML) techniques for dealing with generic ML tasks in the structured
domain, i.e., classification and clustering of semi-structured documents. This
track has run for six editions during INEX 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and
2010. The first five editions have been summarized in [1,2,3,4] and we focus here
on the 2010 edition.
INEX 2010 included two tasks in the XML Mining track: (1) unsupervised
clustering task and (2) semi-supervised classification task where documents are
organized in a graph. The clustering task requires the participants to group the
documents into clusters without any knowledge of category labels using an unsu-
pervised learning algorithm. On the other hand, the classification task requires
the participants to label the documents in the dataset into known categories
using a supervised learning algorithm and a training set. This report gives the
details of clustering and classification tasks.
2 Corpus
Working with XML documents is a particularly challenging task for ML and
IR. XML documents are defined by their logical structure and content. The
current Wikipedia collection contains structure as (1) document structure such
as sections, titles and tables, (2) semantic structure as entities mined by YAWN,
and (3) navigation structure as document to document links. In 2008 and 2009
the classification task focused on exploiting the link structure of the Wikipedia
and continues to do so this year. The clustering task has continued in the same
manner as previous years and uses any available content or structure.
A 146,225 document subset of the INEX XML Wikipedia collection was used
as a data set for the clustering and classification tasks. The subset is determined
by the reference run used for the ad hoc track. The reference run contains the
1500 highest ranked documents for each of the queries in the ad hoc track.
The queries were searched using an implementation of Okapi BM25 in the ANT
search engine. Using the reference run reduced the collection from 2,666,190 to
146,225 documents. This is a new approach for selecting the XML Mining subset.
In previous years it was selected by choosing documents from Wikipedia portals.
The clustering evaluation uses ad hoc relevance judgements for evaluation
and most of the relevant documents are contained in the subset. Table 1 contains
details of documents relevant to queries missing from the subset. The reference
run contains approximately 90 percent of the relevant documents.
Topic Relevant Missing Topic Relevant Missing
2010003 231 24 (10.39%) 2010035 16 3 (18.75%)
2010004 124 29 (23.39%) 2010036 94 0 (0.00%)
2010006 151 20 (13.26%) 2010037 11 0 (0.00%)
2010007 49 6 (12.24%) 2010038 433 8 (1.85%)
2010010 251 6 (2.39%) 2010039 138 0 (0.00%)
2010014 64 7 (10.94%) 2010040 60 3 (5.00%)
2010016 506 72 (14.23%) 2010041 35 0 (0.00%)
2010017 5 0 (0.00%) 2010043 130 11 (8.46%)
2010018 34 0 (0.00%) 2010045 159 60 (37.74%)
2010019 6 0 (0.00%) 2010046 53 0 (0.00%)
2010020 34 0 (0.00%) 2010047 18 0 (0.00%)
2010021 203 28 (13.79%) 2010048 72 11 (15.28%)
2010023 115 31 (26.96%) 2010049 42 6 (14.29%)
2010025 19 0 (0.00%) 2010050 147 5 (3.40%)
2010026 54 5 (9.26%) 2010054 292 42 (14.38%)
2010027 77 4 of (5.19%) 2010056 269 37 (13.75%)
2010030 80 32 (40.00%) 2010057 74 0 (0.00%)
2010031 18 1 (5.56%) 2010061 13 0 (0.00%)
2010032 23 2 (8.70%) 2010068 222 2 (0.90%)
2010033 134 16 (11.94%) 2010069 358 82 (22.91%)
2010034 115 9 (7.83%)
Total 5451 587 (10.77%)
Table 1. Relevant Documents Missing from the XML Mining Subset
3 Categories
In previous years, document categories have been selected using Wikipedia por-
tals where each portal becomes a category. The drawback of this approach is that
it only finds categories for documents related to portals. Last year the categories
used for clustering evaluation were produced by YAWN that creates categories
based on entities found from the YAGO ontology. These categories are very fine
grained and narrow and were found not to be particularly useful.
A new approach for extracting categories was taken this year. The Wikipedia
categories listed for each document are very similar to the YAGO categories as
YAGO contains entities based on Wikipedia information. Both the Wikipedia
and YAGO categories are noisy and very fine grained. However, the Wikipedia
categories exist in a category graph where there are 24 high level topical cate-
gories called the “main topic classifications” 1. Unfortunately, the category graph
is not a hierarchy and contains cycles. Many of the paths from a document to the
main topic classifications do not make sense. Additionally, users who add cat-
egories to Wikipedia pages often attach them to fine grained categories in the
graph. They may not realize what links the internal structure of the graph con-
tains when choosing particular categories. The category graph can be changed
over time also changing the original intent of the author. Therefore, categories
were extracted by finding the shortest paths through the graph between a doc-
ument and any of the main topic classifications. This is motivated by Occam’s
Razor where the simplest explanation is often the correct one. Figure 1 illustrates
the Wikipedia category graphs and highlights a hypothetical shortest category
path for the document Hydrogen.
For INEX 2010 the category graph from the 22nd of June 2010 Wikipedia
dump was used. The graph consists of Wikipedia pages with the “Category:”
prefix such as “Category:Science”. The graph is extracted by finding links be-
tween category pages. Generally speaking, a category page links to another cat-
egory page that is broader in scope. Wikipedia pages indicate their categories
by linking to a category page.
Figure 2 lists the algorithm used to extract the categories. The INEX 2010
categories were extracted where only the 2 broadest levels of categories were
extracted (t = 2). Only categories containing more than 3000 documents were
used. This approach extracts multiple categories for a document resulting in a
multi-label set of documents for INEX 2010. Note that paths that contain the
“Category:Hidden” category were not used. Table 2 lists the categories that were
extracted.
In Figure 2, P is the set of Wikipedia pages (articles) to find categories for. C
is the set of Categories in the Wikipedia.M the set of categories in the main topic
classifications. G = (V,E) is the Wikipedia category graph consisting of a set of
vertices V and edges E where the vertices consist of pages P and categories C.
Where P ⊂ V , C ⊂ V ,M ⊂ V andM ⊂ C. Moreover, t is a parameter indicating
the broadest t levels to consider as categories; if t is 1 then only the main topic
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Main_topic_classifications
Fig. 1. Complicated and Noisy Wikipedia Category Graph
classifications are considered; if t is 2 then the main topic classifications and any
categories 1 edge away in the graph are considered and so on.
Note that a path is a sequence of graph vertices visited from page p ∈ P
to main topic m ∈ M . For example, Hydrogen → Category:Elements → Cate-
gory:Chemistry→ Category:Science, is the hypothetical path for the Wikipedia
document Hydrogen.
ExtractCategories(G,M,P, t)
1 E = a map from page p ∈ P to a list of categories for p
2 for p ∈ P
3 S = the set of shortest paths between p and any category in M
4 for s ∈ S
5 if path s does not contain Category:Hidden
6 B = the set of last t vertices in path s
7 for b ∈ B
8 append b to list E[p]
9 return E
Fig. 2. Algorithm to Extract Categories from the Wikipedia
The category extraction process could be enhanced in the future using fre-
quent pattern mining to find interesting repeated sequences in the shortest paths.
Other graph algorithms such as the Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm could be
Category Documents Category Documents
People 48186 Agriculture 5975
Society 34912 Education 4367
Culture 27986 Companies 4314
Geography 22747 Biology 4309
Politics 18519 Recreation 4276
Humanities 14738 Environment 4216
Countries 13966 Musical culture 4195
Arts 11979 Geography stubs 4052
History 10821 Information 3919
Business 10249 American musicians 3845
Applied sciences 9278 Language 3764
Life 9018 Literature 3660
Technology 8920 Belief 3412
Entertainment 8887 Creative works 3395
Nature 7400 Human geography 3370
Science 7311 Places 3202
Computing 6835 Law 3156
Health 6329 Cultural history 3117
Table 2. XML Mining Categories
used to simplify the graph. The browsable category tree starting at the “main
topic classifications” appears to have processed the category graph as well. Using
this post-processed graph could also improve the categories.
4 Clustering Task
The task was to utilize unsupervised machine learning techniques to group the
documents into clusters. Participants were asked to submit multiple clustering
solutions containing 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 clusters. The categories extracted
contained 36 categories due to only using categories with greater than 3000
documents. This choice was arbitrary and the decision for cluster sizes was made
based on the number of documents in the collection before the categories were
extracted. As there are not really 36 “true” categories, a direct comparison of
36 clusters with 36 categories is not necessary. The number of categories in
a document collection is extremely subjective. Measuring how the categories
behave over multiple cluster sizes indicates the quality of clusters and the trend
can be visualized.
4.1 Clustering Evaluation Measures
The clustering solutions are evaluated by two means. Firstly, we utilize the
categories-to-clusters evaluation which assumes that the categorization of the
documents in a sample is known (i.e., each document has known category la-
bels). Any clustering of these documents can be evaluated with respect to this
predefined categorization. It is important to note that the category labels are
not used in the process of clustering, but only for the purpose of evaluation of
the clustering results.
The standard measures of Purity, Entropy, NMI and F1 are used to determine
the quality of clusters with regard to the categories. Negentropy [5] is also used. It
measures the same system property as Entropy but it is normalized and inverted
so scores fall between 0 and 1 where 0 is the worst and 1 is the best. The
evaluation measures the mapping of categories-to-clusters where the categories
are multi-label but the clusters are not. A document can have multiple categories
but documents can only belong to one cluster. Each measure is defined to deal
with a multi-label ground truth.
Purity. The standard criterion of purity is used to determine the quality of clus-
ters by measuring the extent to which each cluster contains documents primarily
from one category. The simplicity and the popularity of this measure means that
it has been used as the only evaluation measure for the clustering task in the
INEX 2006 and INEX 2009. In general, the larger the value of purity, the better
the clustering solution.
Let ω = {w1, w2, . . . , wK}, denote the set of clusters for the dataset D and
ξ = {c1, c2, . . . , cJ} represent the set of categories. The purity of a cluster wk is
defined as:
P (wk) =
maxj|wk ∩ cj |
|wk|
(1)
where wk is the set of documents in cluster wk and cj is the set of documents
that occurs in category cj . The numerator indicates the number of documents
in cluster k that occurs most in category j and the denominator is the number
of documents in the cluster wk.
The purity of the clustering solution ω can be calculated based on micro-
purity and macro-purity. Micro-purity of the clustering solution ω is obtained
as a weighted sum of individual cluster purity. Macro-purity is the unweighted
arithmetic mean based on the total number of categories [5].
Micro-Purity(ω, ξ) =
∑K
k=0
P (wk) ∗ |wk|∑K
k=0
|wk ∩ cj |
(2)
Macro-Purity(ω, ξ) =
∑K
k=0
P (wk)
J
(3)
Entropy. It is used to measure the distribution of the documents on various
categories. Given a particular cluster ωk of size nk, the entropy of this cluster is
defined to be:
E(ωk) = −
1
log J
J∑
i=1
njk
nk
log
njk
nk
(4)
where J is the number of categories in the dataset, and njk is the number of
documents of the jth category that were assigned to the kth cluster [6]. The
clustering solution can then be measured by the sum of the individual cluster
entropies weighted according to the clustering size as defined below:
Entropy =
K∑
k=1
nk
K
E(ωk) (5)
It is scaled from 0 to 1. A perfect clustering solution will have an entropy value
of 0.
F1-measure Another standard measure that is used to evaluate the clustering
solution is the F1-measure. It helps to calculate not only the number of docu-
ments that are correctly classified together in a cluster but also the number of
documents that are misclassified from the cluster.
In order to calculate the F1-measure, three types of decisions are used. Among
them there are two types of correct decisions: True Positives (TP) and True Neg-
atives (TN). A TP decision assigns two similar documents to the same cluster; a
TN decision assigns two dissimilar documents to different clusters. On the other
hand, a False Positive (FP) is an error decision that assigns two dissimilar doc-
uments to the same cluster [7]. Though there is another error decision, FN, that
assigns two similar documents to different clusters, it is not used in calculating
F1-measure.
Using the TP, TN and FP decisions, the precision and the recall for the
micro-F1 are defined as:
precisionmicro-F1 =
∑J
j=1 TPj∑J
j=1 TPj + FPj
(6)
recallmicro-F1 =
∑J
j=1 TPj∑J
j=1 TPj + TNj
(7)
The precision and the recall for the macro-F1 are defined as
precisionmacro-F1 =
∑J
j=1
TPj
TPj+FPj
J
(8)
recallmacro-F1 =
∑J
j=1
TPj
TPj+TNj
J
(9)
where TPj is the number of documents in category cj that exists in cluster wk,
TPj is the number of documents that is not in category cj but that exists in
cluster wk and TNj is the number of documents that is in category cj but does
not exist in cluster wk.
F1 can now be defined as:
F1 =
2× precision× recall
precision+ recall
(10)
Micro-F1 =
2× precisionmicro-F1 × recallmicro-F1
precisionmicro-F1 + recallmicro-F1
(11)
Macro-F1 =
2× precisionmacro-F1 × recallmacro-F1
precisionmacro-F1 + recallmacro-F1
(12)
Normalized Mutual Information (NMI). Another evaluation measure is
the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) which helps to identify the trade-off
between the quality of the clusters against the number of clusters [7].
NMI [7] is defined as,
NMI(ω, ξ) =
I(ω; ξ)
[H(ω) +H(C)]/2
(13)
I(ω; ξ) =
∑
k
∑
j P (wk ∩ cj)log
P (wk∩cj)
P (wk)P (cj)∑
k
∑
j
|wk∩cj |
N
log
N |wk∩cj |
|wk||cj|
(14)
where P (wk), P (cj) and P (wk ∩ cj) indicate the probabilities of a document in
cluster wk, category cj and in both wk and cj .
H(ω) is the measure of uncertainty given by,
H(ω) =
−
∑
k(P (wk)logP (wk))
−
∑
k
|wk|
N
log |wk|
N
(15)
Collection selection evaluation using NCCG measure
This evaluation measure was used in evaluating the INEX 2009 dataset [4]
and is based on Van Rijsbergen’s clustering hypothesis. Van Rijsbergen and his
co-workers [8] conducted intensive study on the use of the clustering hypothesis
test on information retrieval, which states that documents which are similar
to each other may be expected to be relevant to the same requests; dissimilar
documents, conversely, are unlikely to be relevant to the same requests. If the
hypothesis holds true, then relevant documents will appear in a small number
of clusters and the document clustering solution can be evaluated by measuring
the spread of relevant documents for the given set of queries.
To test this hypothesis on a real-life dataset, the INEX 2009 dataset, the
clustering task was evaluated by determining the quality of clusters relative
to the optimal collection selection [4]. Collection selection involves splitting a
collection into subsets and recommending which subset needs to be searched for
a given query. This allows a search engine to search fewer documents, resulting
in improved runtime performance over searching the entire collection.
The evaluation of collection selection was conducted using the manual query
assessments for a given set of queries from the INEX 2009 Ad Hoc track [4].
The manual query assessment is called the relevance judgment in Information
Retrieval (IR) and has been used to evaluate ad hoc retrieval of documents.
It involves defining a query based on the information need, a search engine
returning results for the query and humans judging whether the results returned
by the search engine are relevant to the information need.
Better clustering solutions in this context will tend to (on average) group
together relevant results for (previously unseen) ad hoc queries. Real ad hoc
retrieval queries and their manual assessment results are utilised in this evalua-
tion. This approach evaluates the clustering solutions relative to a very specific
objective – clustering a large document collection in an optimal manner in order
to satisfy queries while minimising the search space. The metric used for evalu-
ating the collection selection is called the Normalized Cumulative Cluster gain
(NCCG) [4].
The NCCG is used to calculate the score of the best possible collection se-
lection according to a given clustering solution of n number of clusters. The
score is better when the query result set contains more cohesive clusters. The
Cumulative Gain of a Cluster (CCG) is calculated by counting the number of
documents of the cluster that appear in the relevant set returned for a topic by
manual assessors.
CCG(c, t) =
n∑
i=1
(Reli) (16)
For a clustering solution for a given topic, a (sorted) vector CG is created
representing each cluster by its CCG value. Clusters containing no relevant doc-
uments are represented by a value of zero. The cumulated gain for the vector CG
is calculated, which is then normalized on the ideal gain vector. Each clustering
solution c is scored for how well it has split the relevant set into clusters using
CCG for the topic t.
SplitScore(t, c) =
|CG|∑ cumsum(CG)
nr2
(17)
where nr = Number of relevant documents in the returned result set for the
topic t.
A scenario with worst possible split is assumed to place each relevant doc-
ument in a distinct cluster. Let CG1 be a vector that contains the cumulative
gain of every cluster with each document.
MinSplitScore(t, c) =
|CG1|∑ cumsum(CG1)
nr2
(18)
The normalized cluster cumulative gain (nCCG) for a given topic t and a
clustering solution c is given by,
nCCG(t, c) =
SplitScore(t, c) −MinSplitScore(t, c)
1−MinSplitScore(t, c)
(19)
The mean and the standard deviation of the nCCG score over all the topics
for a clustering solution are then calculated.
Mean(nCCG(c)) =
∑n
t=0
nCCG(t, c)
Total Number of topics
(20)
Std Dev (nCCG(c)) =
∑n
t=0
[nCCG(t, c)−Mean(nCCG(c))]2
Total Number of topics
(21)
The NCCG value varies from 0 to 1. A larger value of NCCG for a given
clustering solution is better, since it represents the fact that an increased number
of relevant documents are clustered together in comparison to a smaller number
of relevant documents. Further details of this metric can be found in [4]
Divergence from Random Most measures of cluster quality can be tricked by
changing the number of clusters or documents in the submission. The Purity and
Entropy measures can be fooled if each document is placed in its own cluster.
Every cluster becomes pure because it only contains one document. The NCCG
measure can be fooled by creating one cluster with all the documents except for
every other cluster containing one document. The NCCG measure orders clusters
by the number of relevant documents they contain. A large cluster containing
most documents will almost always be ranked first. Therefore, almost all relevant
documents will exist in one cluster, achieving the highest score possible.
Any measure that can be tricked by creating a pathological clustering solution
can be adjusted for by subtracting a cluster solution from a uniform randomly
generated solution with the same number of clusters with the same number of
documents in each cluster. Apart from how documents are assigned to clusters,
the random baseline appears the same as the real solution. Therefore, each solu-
tion needs a uniform random baseline to be generated. This is done by shuffling
the document IDs uniformly randomly and splitting them into clusters the same
size as the solution being measured. The score for the uniform random solution
is subtracted from the matching solution being measured. The graphs and tables
in the following section contain the results for all metrics where this approach
was taken.
The submissions this year from BUAP contained several large clusters and
many other small clusters. This tricked the NCCG metric into giving arbitrarily
high scores. When the scores are subtracted from a uniform random baseline
with the same properties they performed no better than a randomly generated
solution. This can be seen in Figure 7.
4.2 Clustering Participants, Submissions and Evaluations
The clustering tasks had submissions from three participants from Peking Uni-
versity, BUAP and Queensland University of Technology. The submissions la-
beled Random are a random solution that does not use any information about
the documents. A cluster for each document is chosen uniformly at random
from one of the k clusters required. Figures 4 to 7 graph the best performing
submissions from each participant for Purity, Negentropy, NMI and NCCG. The
divergence from random for each metric is also graphed. Figure 3 contains the
legend for all these graphs.
The full details of the results are listed in tables in a separate document
available from http://de-vries.id.au/inex10/full_results.pdf. The ta-
bles have been broken into sections matching the required numbers of clusters 50,
100, 200, 500 and 1000. Some submissions were outside the 5 percent tolerance
of number of clusters. These form separate groups in the tables.
The group from Peking University [9] made a submission based on the struc-
tured link vector model (SLVM). It incorporated document structure, links and
content. This year they focused on the preprocessing step for document struc-
ture and links. They modified two popular clustering algorithms, AHC clustering
algorithm and K-means algorithm, to work with this model.
The group from BUAP [10] proposed an iterative clustering method for
grouping the Wikipedia documents. The recursive clustering process iteratively
brings together subsets of the complete collection by using two different cluster-
ing methods: k-star and k-means. In each iteration, they select representative
items for each group which are then used for the next stage of clustering.
The group from the Queensland University of Technology used a 1024 bit
document signature representation generated by quantizing random indexing or
random projections of TF-IDF vectors. The k-means algorithm was modified to
cluster binary strings of data using the hamming distance, including a different
approach to calculating means of binary vectors.
Fig. 3. Legend
5 Classification Task
The goal of the classification task was to utilize supervised or semi-supervised
machine learning techniques to predict categories of documents from a set of
known categories described in Section 3. The training set of documents contained
17 percent of the collection where each category had at least 20 percent of the
category labels available.
5.1 Classification Evaluation Measures
Classification is evaluated using Type I and II errors made by classifiers. Each
category is transformed into a binary classification problem. One category is
evaluated at a time using all documents. The scores are calculated based on
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the Type I and II errors and then micro and macro averaged. Micro averaging
weights the average by the category size and macro averaging does not. Table 3
defines the Type I and II errors for a category.
In Category Not in Category
Predicted in Category True Positive (tp) False Positive (fp)
Predicted not in Category False Negative (fn) True Negative (tn)
Table 3. Type I and II Classification Errors
The F1, Precision and Recall scores are calculated as described in Equations
22 to 24. F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
F1 =
2× tp
2× tp+ fn+ fp
(22)
Precision =
tp
tp+ fp
(23)
Recall =
tp
tp+ fn
(24)
5.2 Classification Participants, Submissions and Evaluations
Two groups from Peking University and the Queensland University of Technol-
ogy (QUT) made submissions for the classification task. The results are listed
in Table 4.
The group from Peking University [9] made a submission based on the the
structured link vector model (SLVM). It incorporated document structure, links
and content. This year they focused on the preprocessing step for document
structure and links.
The group from QUT made a submission using content only to provide a
baseline approach. Documents were represented in the bag of words vector space
model using the BM25 weighting for each term where the tuning parameters
K1 = 2 and b = 0.75. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) was used to classify
each document by treating each category as a binary classification problem.
F1 Precision Recall
Submission Micro Macro Micro Macro Micro Macro
QUT BM25 SVM 0.536 0.473 0.562 0.527 0.523 0.440
Peking tree1 sim3 linkTxt 0 0.460 0.380 0.553 0.525 0.436 0.334
Peking tree2 sim3 linkTxt N 0.518 0.446 0.436 0.359 0.652 0.614
Peking tree2 sim2 linkTxt 0 0.452 0.371 0.562 0.536 0.423 0.321
Peking tree1 sim1 linkTxt 0 0.399 0.314 0.582 0.570 0.363 0.252
Peking tree1 sim3 linkTxt 67 0.508 0.435 0.422 0.345 0.653 0.612
Peking tree2 sim2 0.521 0.452 0.480 0.414 0.574 0.510
Peking tree1 sim3 0.518 0.444 0.443 0.368 0.635 0.582
Peking tree1 sim3 linkTxt N 0.517 0.444 0.432 0.356 0.656 0.613
Peking tree1 sim2 linkTxt N 0.521 0.454 0.456 0.389 0.615 0.559
Table 4. Classification Results
6 Conclusion
The XML Mining track in INEX 2010 brought together researchers from Infor-
mation Retrieval, Data Mining, Machine Learning and XML fields. The clus-
tering task allowed participants to evaluate clustering methods against a real
use case and with significant volumes of data. The task was designed to facili-
tate participation with minimal effort by providing not only raw data, but also
pre-processed data which can be easily used by existing clustering software. The
classification task allowed participants to explore algorithmic, theoretical and
practical issues regarding the classification of interdependent XML documents.
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